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Hyperconnected Attribute Filters
Based on k-Flat Zones

Georgios K. Ouzounis and Michael H.F. Wilkinson, Senior Member, IEEE

Abstract—In this paper, we present a new method for attribute filtering, combining contrast and structural information. Using

hyperconnectivity based on k-flat zones, we improve the ability of attribute filters to retain internal details in detected objects.

Simultaneously, we improve the suppression of small, unwanted detail in the background. We extend the theory of attribute filters to

hyperconnectivity and provide a fast algorithm to implement the new method. The new version is only marginally slower than the

standard Max-Tree algorithm for connected attribute filters, and linear in the number of pixels or voxels. It is two orders of magnitude

faster than anisotropic diffusion. The method is implemented in the form of a filtering rule suitable for handling both increasing (size)

and nonincreasing (shape) attributes. We test this new framework on nonincreasing shape filters on both 2D images from astronomy,

document processing, and microscopy, and 3D CT scans, and show increased robustness to noise while maintaining the advantages

of previous methods.

Index Terms—Image enhancement, object detection, hyperconnectivity, connectivity, Max-Tree, document processing, anisotropic

diffusion, attribute filter.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

CONNECTED morphological operators [1], [2], [3] are a set of
powerful, robust, and computationally efficient tools

that find use in image filtering [1], [4], [5], [6], [7],
segmentation [8], [9], [10], and visualization [11]. Filters
based on connected operators [12], [13], [14], [15], [16], [17],
[18] can either remove a connected component or retain it
unmodified, but cannot introduce new ones. This edge
preserving property is highly desirable in many applications.
If the filtering decision is based on some component attribute
measure such as area or elongation, they are referred to as
attribute filters [4]. An example is given in Fig. 1, which
shows an image of the M81 galaxy together with many
foreground stars. Star/galaxy classification is an important
issue which can be handled well by mathematical morphol-
ogy [19]. We aim one step further, namely, to remove the
stars without distorting the internal detail of the galaxy, as
was done in [20] using considerable manual intervention
[21]. Even now, a more automatic method would be useful
[22]. When using either an opening by a small euclidean disk
or a median filter [22], many narrow structures in the galaxy
are clearly distorted. By contrast, the area attribute filter
(Fig. 1d) shows much better preservation of galaxy detail
while removing most of the stellar signal. In this paper, we

will extend attribute filters using hyperconnectivity, to
improve preservation of internal structure, combined with
better suppression of background.

Like all connected operators, attribute filters rely on
some notion of connectivity. This is usually modeled
through the lattice-theoretic construct of connectivity classes
[2], [12], [13], which allows for several generalizations [3],
[7], [23], [24] either for enriching or further constraining
image connections. Attribute filters based on standard
connectivity or its derivatives are, in general, insensitive
to contrast information. This can be limiting in applications
handling texture-rich images when partitioning them to sets
of flat zones [1] (connected regions of constant brightness).
Any internal structure within the objects immediately
fragments the corresponding image feature into a large
number of flat zones. A possible solution lies in clustering
flat zones, which is done spatially in second-generation
connectivity. However, we might also want to cluster
features in terms of gray scale, as in the case of the galaxy
in Fig. 1a in which many gray levels clearly belong to the
same object. Some attempts at adding tolerance to gray-
level fluctuations within the flat zones framework have
already been made.

Quasi-flat zones were previously proposed by [25] and
used within mathematical morphology by Meyer [26] and
Salembier et al. [27]. Salembier et al. [27] speak of “soft”
binarization of gray-scale images, resulting in sets of quasi-
flat zones. The latter are connected regions of variable
intensity. From any given pixel in a quasi-flat zone, any
other pixel of the same component can be reached through a
path in which neighbors differ by no more than s, which is a
measure of the slope allowed along a path. This prevents the
oversegmentation issues of strict flat zones, but aggravates
the leakage problem common to all connected filters [27].
This is shown in Fig. 2 where at s ¼ 1; the entire image is
just one quasi-flat zone because a path from any pixel to any
other can be made in which gray levels between adjacent
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pixels are no more than 1. Many attempts at resolving this
have been proposed (for a review, see [28]), but few if any
have been used in attribute filtering.

Here, we propose a new method for contrast-sensitive

attribute filters based on hyperconnectivity [2], [3]. We use it

to cluster connected regions along the intensity range rather

than spatially as in clustering-based second-generation

connectivity [7], [29]. Our method is based on k-flat zones.

These are defined as connected regions of maximal extent in

which the total gray-level variation is no more than k. This

restriction to gray-level range automatically restricts the size

to which the regions can grow, as shown in Fig. 2. This does

yield overlapping pseudoflat zones, and thus a cover of the

image domain, but we will show that this does not prevent

the definition of attribute filters. As can be seen in Fig. 3a,

the new method greatly improves enhancement of internal

details without distortion while suppressing stellar detail.
A different method with similar aims was proposed

independently by Naegel et al. [30] and Purnama et al. [31].

Both change the filtering rule of Max-Tree-based attribute

filters by setting it to preserve everything (higher level

details) within any region preserved by regular attribute

filters. The drawback of this approach is reduced suppres-

sion of background detail (see Fig. 3b).

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2,
we briefly present some connectivity concepts and discuss
attribute filters, ways for extending them to gray scale, and
computing them using the Max-Tree algorithm [27]. In
Section 3, we start with a short introduction on hypercon-
nectivity, prove that attribute filters extend consistently to
hyperconnectivity, and present the proposed method. An
algorithm, together with an implementation analysis for a
suitably adopted filtering rule, is given in Section 3.4.
Experiments on 2D images and 3D data sets, together with a
discussion on our findings, are given in Sections 4 and 5,
respectively. The most important result in these sections is
that in filtering historical documents, hyperconnected filters
outperform their connected counterparts and methods
based on anisotropic diffusion [32], [33] in terms of quality.
In terms of CPU-times, the new method is two orders of
magnitude faster than anisotropic diffusion. In Section 6, we
summarize our conclusions.

2 CONNECTIVITY AND ATTRIBUTE FILTERS

In the following, binary images X are considered to be
subsets of some universal set E, usually ZZ2 or IR2. Through-
out, ^ and _will denote logical AND and OR, respectively.

2.1 Connectivity Classes

In discrete image analysis, connectivity provides the means
to group pixels into meaningful structures or objects. In
mathematical morphology, a common way of addressing
connectivity is through connectivity classes or connections
[12], [13].

Definition 1. Let E be an arbitrary nonempty set. A connectivity
class or connection C on E is any family in PðEÞ that satisfies:

1. ; 2 C and for all x 2 E, fxg 2 C,
2. for any fCig � C,

T
i Ci 6¼ ; )

S
i Ci 2 C.

Any member of C is said to be connected. The definition
means that both the empty set and singleton sets, denoted as
fxg, are connected, and that any union of sets Ci in C which
have a nonempty intersection is also connected. The members
of C are called connected sets and correspond to subsets of E.

Given a point x 2 E, the connected component or grain Cx
of a set X can be extracted by a connectivity opening �x at
point x, which is an operator defined as

�xðXÞ ¼
[
j

fCj 2 C j x 2 Cj; Cj � Xg; ð1Þ
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Fig. 2. The difference between k-flat zones and quasi-flat zones.
(a) Image showing circular gradient. (b) Quasi-flat zone (hatched) for
slope s ¼ 1. (c) and (d) Two k-flat zones for k ¼ 16. Note how the two
k-flat zones overlap.

Fig. 3. Attribute filtering with k-flat zones versus branches filtering.
(a) Filtered result using the k-flat version of area attribute filter used in
Fig. 1d, showing improved retention of internal detail of galaxy. (b) Using
the branches filtering rule which restores too much stellar detail.

Fig. 1. Separating galaxies from stars. (a) Spiral galaxy M81, original
image courtesy of Giovanni Benintende. (b) Stars suppressed by an
opening with a disk of radius 8. (c) The result of a median filter applied
on (a) using a disk of radius 16. (d) Area attribute filter with 2;000 � area
� 240;000. The latter shows the best preservation of edge detail and the
best suppression of stellar signal.



for every X � E. This yields the largest connected subset of
X containing x. Connectivity openings are algebraic open-
ings and for a family f�x; x 2 Eg, there exists a one-to-one
correspondence to a connectivity class on PðEÞ [2], [12], [23].

2.2 Attribute Filters

As in [15], we will call a morphological operator a filter if it
is idempotent, i.e., �ð�ðXÞÞ ¼ �ðXÞ. Attribute filters [4]
come in two important varieties: increasing and nonincreas-
ing. A filter � is increasing if for any two sets X;Y � E,
X � Y implies �ðXÞ � �ðY Þ. In the case of connected
operators, a filter � : PðEÞ ! PðEÞ interacts with con-
nected components rather than individual pixels. In
attribute filters, connected components are preserved
unmodified if they meet some prespecified attribute
criterion � or removed otherwise.

Attribute criteria for connected components Cx � X are
typically given in the form of

�ðCxÞ ¼ ðAttrðCxÞ � �Þ; ð2Þ

with Attr some real-value attribute of Cx, and � an attribute
threshold. They are implemented by means of a trivial
opening [12] which is an operator �� : C ! C. For a
connected component Cx, �� returns Cx if �ðCxÞ is true
and ; otherwise.

The attribute filter �� of a set X given a criterion � is
given by

��ðXÞ ¼
[
x2X

��ð�xðXÞÞ: ð3Þ

Let C�X denote the set of all connected components of X. We
can then rewrite (3) as

��ðXÞ ¼
[

Cj2C�X

��ðCjÞ: ð4Þ

Anti-extensive attribute filters, i.e., ��ðXÞ � X, are
referred to as attribute openings or thinnings, depending
on whether the criterion is, respectively, increasing or not.
A frequently used increasing attribute is the area of
connected components [34], [35]. This yields an increasing
criterion if the form of (2) is used. In Fig. 1, an example of a
nonincreasing criterion based on area is used:

�ðCxÞ ¼ ð�min � AðCxÞ � �maxÞ: ð5Þ

Nonincreasing criteria [4], [15] often rely on scale-invariant
shape descriptors such as the moments invariants. Exam-
ples are noncompactness, sparseness, elongation, spheri-
city, etc. [11].

2.3 Extensions to Gray Scale

Increasing connected filters extend to gray scale by thresh-
old superposition [36]. Given a gray-scale image f : E ! IR,
thresholding f in an increasing order from hmin þ 1 to hmax

yields a stack of nested binary sets. Each binary image at
level h is given by

ThðfÞ ¼ fx 2 E j fðxÞ � hg; ð6Þ

and for any two levels, h1 < h2 ) Th1
ðfÞ � Th2

ðfÞ. Given a
threshold decomposition of f , the response of the gray-scale

counterpart of a binary increasing filter �� on each point x
of f is given by

 �ðfÞðxÞ ¼ supfh j x 2 ��ðThðfÞÞg: ð7Þ

Thus, the operator  � assigns to each x the highest
threshold at which it still belongs to a connected foreground
component which satisfies an attribute criterion �. Attribute
filters are implemented efficiently on image representation
structures with the aid of filtering rules. Depending on the
rule, nonincreasing attributes can also be used to define
gray-scale nonincreasing filters [4]. Filtering rules are
discussed in more detail in Sections 2.4 and 3.3 and in
[27], [37].

Next, we define three types of components that used for
defining connected filters in gray scale. Given a gray-scale
image f , a peak component Ph is a connected component of
the threshold set at level h [1], [27], i.e., for some x,

Px
h ðfÞ ¼ �xðThðfÞÞ: ð8Þ

Gray-scale attribute openings act on peak components,
while connected filters in general act on flat zones [1]. A flat
zone Fh is a connected component of the set of pixels with
level strictly equal to h [1], i.e.,

Fx
h ðfÞ ¼ �xðfx 2 E j fðxÞ ¼ hgÞ: ð9Þ

If a flat zone Fh at level h has no neighbors of intensity
greater than h, it is called a regional maximum Mh. All digital
images have a finite number of each type of components at
each gray level, and they will be indexed as Pi

h, Fj
h, and Mn

h

when necessary for clarity, rather than be indicated by some
point x.

2.4 The Max-Tree Algorithm

Attribute filters have been implemented efficiently with
tree-based algorithms for gray-scale image representation
[10], [27], [38]. An example is the Max-Tree introduced by
Salembier et al. [27] for anti-extensive attribute filtering.
Extensive filters are easily defined by duality using Min-
Trees. The Max-Tree algorithm is a three-stage process in
which the construction of the tree and the computation of
node attributes is independent of filtering and image
restitution. Given a gray-scale image f , the tree structure
reflects the nesting order of its peak components Pi

h. The
nodes Ci

h, addressed by their level h and index i,
correspond to sets of pixels for which there exists a unique
mapping to peak components:

Ci
h ¼

�
x 2 Pi

h

�� fðxÞ ¼ h�: ð10Þ

Each Max-Tree node, except for the root, points to its
parent at level h0 < h. The root node at level hmin points to
itself. This linking property simplifies the computation of
peak component attributes since every parent inherits the
auxiliary data for attribute computation of its descendents.
In the case of increasing attributes such as area or volume,
inheritance is a simple accumulation, while for the more
complicated case of shape attributes, like the one in [37], the
process relies on more sophisticated attribute handling
functions described in [7], [11], [37]. Max-Tree nodes contain
four important fields: Level and NewLevel for storing the
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original level h and the new value after filtering, Attribute
containing the attribute measure (in terms of auxiliary data),
and Parent which is the parent’s node address.

The tree is constructed recursively [27]. A flooding
function using hierarchical first-in first-out (FIFO) queues
upon receiving a pixel updates the auxiliary data buffer of
the node currently being flooded. It then inspects its
neighbors and places them in the appropriate queues. If a
neighboring pixel is at a higher level h0 > h, flooding
proceeds recursively at h0. Once a node is fully flooded, it is
finalized by determining its Parent and Attribute fields. The
function returns the auxiliary data to the parent node and
flooding continues at that level. The process terminates
when all pixels have been processed. Implementation
details are given in [7], [27], other algorithms can be found
in [39], [40].

The filter function, which is called after flooding, visits
each node starting from the root. For every node, the
Attribute field is used to evaluate �, usually by comparison
to a prespecified attribute threshold �. Nodes failing the
criterion are removed by lowering the gray level of their
member pixels in accordance to the filtering rule chosen [4],
[27], [31], [37]. Restitution simply assigns the new levels to
the corresponding pixels.

The simplest filtering rule implements (7) directly. In the
following discussion, the focus is on the subtractive filtering
rule [37] for its simple and consistent handling of non-
increasing criteria. Briefly, in the case of standard con-
nectivity, if a peak component does not meet the criterion �,
its flat zones are lowered in gray level to that of its highest
surviving ancestor. Furthermore, it also lowers the intensity
of its descendants by the same amount. We can formalize
this by first introducing the characteristic function � for a
binary image X:

ð�ðXÞÞðxÞ ¼ 1; if x 2 X;
0; otherwise:

�
ð11Þ

The subtractive rule then becomes

 �ðfÞðxÞ ¼
Z 1
h¼0

ð�ð��ðThðfÞÞÞÞðxÞdh: ð12Þ

This means that the supremum in (7) is replaced by
integrating the characteristic function of the filtering
results on each threshold set. In practice, integration is
replaced by summation in discrete images. In the following
sections, we will show how this approach can be extended
to hyperconnectivity.

3 HYPERCONNECTIVITY

We will now introduce hyperconnectivities, which will lead
to a consistent interpretation of k-flat zones within the
context of attribute filters.

3.1 Hyperconnectivity Classes

Hyperconnectivity [2], [3] extends the notion of connectivity
by relaxing the second condition of Definition 1. Instead of
using a strict nonempty intersection of sets for their union
to be connected, the definition of hyperconnectivity classes
involves a degree of overlap specified by an overlap criterion.

Definition 2. An overlap criterion in PðEÞ is a mapping ? :
PðPðEÞÞ ! f0; 1g such that ? is decreasing, i.e., for any
A;B � PðEÞ,

A � B ) ?ðBÞ � ?ðAÞ: ð13Þ

Any A � PðEÞ for which ?ðAÞ ¼ 1 is said to be over-
lapping; otherwise, A is nonoverlapping. The condition (13)
ensures that a nonoverlapping family cannot possibly
become overlapping by adding more sets. A hyperconnec-
tivity class can be defined as follows:

Definition 3. A hyperconnectivity class H � PðEÞ with an
overlap criterion ? is a family of sets with the following
properties:

1. ; 2 H and for all x 2 E, fxg 2 H,
2. for any fAjg � H for which ?ðfAjgÞ ¼ 1)S

Aj 2 H.

Members of a hyperconnectivity class are called hyper-
connected. It can be seen that all connectivity classes are
special cases of hyperconnectivity [3] in which the overlap
criterion is given by

?ðfAjgÞ ¼
1; if

T
Aj 6¼ ;;

0; otherwise:

�
ð14Þ

For a more practical example of an overlap criterion in
this context, consider the notion of k-flat zones, defined
informally in Section 1. This example is directly relevant
because we are going to design our filters around them. A
more formal definition is the following:

Definition 4. A k-flat zone Fh;k at level h and depth k is the set
of all pathwise connected pixels, marked from x 2 E, with
intensities from h down to h� k:

Fh;kðxÞ ¼ �xðfp 2 E j h� k � fðpÞ � hgÞ: ð15Þ

A 1D example is shown in Fig. 4. It is obvious from
Definition 4 and Fig. 4 that for k > 0, the k-flat zones found at
all levels h 2 ½hmin þ k; hmax� show overlap, and thus do not
form a partition of E. Consequently, they do not represent a
connectivity on E in any way. We can derive a hypercon-
nectivity class from k-flat zones.

Proposition 1. Let f : E ! ID, with ID the totally ordered
universe of gray values be a gray-scale image, with associated
k-flat zones Fh;k with k 2 ID. This induces a hyperconnectivity
class given by
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Fig. 4. A signal and its 2-flat zones: Each shaded box and associated
arrows indicate a 2-flat zone. These zones are not disjoint.



Hk
f ¼ f;g [ fA 2 C j kfðpÞ � fðqÞk � k 8p; q 2 Ag ð16Þ

that is associated with the overlap criterion from:

?kfðfHjgÞ ¼ 1;
if
T
Hj 6¼ ; ^

max
p;q2
S

Hj

kfðpÞ � fðqÞk � k;

0; otherwise:

8>><
>>:

ð17Þ

This proposition states that any connected subset of a
k-flat zone of f is a member of a hyperconnectivity classHk

f .
Furthermore, two such sets overlap iff their union is
connected according to some connectivity class C, and the
gray-level range within image f over the union does not
exceed k.

Proof. We observe that ; 2 Hk
f by definition. Furthermore,

fxg 2 Hk
f for all x 2 E because they are members of the

“base” connectivity class C and the gray-level range
within a singleton is zero. This proves that Hk

f meets the
first condition of Definition 3. Moreover, from (15) and
(16), it is obvious that any Fh;k 2 Hk

f .
We must now prove that ?kf is decreasing. Let

A;B � Hk
f , with A � B. Let ?kfðBÞ ¼ 1. This means that

for the intersection of all elements of B, we have
T
B 6¼ ;

and because A � B )
T
A 6¼ ;. Furthermore, ?kfðBÞ ¼ 1

means that the gray-level range in f within the union of
all elements of B denoted as

S
B is smaller than k.

However,
S
A �

S
B, and therefore the gray-level range

must be smaller than or equal to k too. Thus,

A � B )
�
?kfðBÞ ) ?kfðAÞ

�
; ð18Þ

proving that it is decreasing.
We must now prove that if ?kfðfHjgÞ ¼ 1 and fHjg �

Hk
f � C, then

S
Hj 2 Hk

f . If ?kfðfHjgÞ ¼ 1, the intersectionT
Hj is not empty, and therefore

S
Hj 2 C. Furthermore,

the gray-level range within the union
S
Hj � k if

?kfðfHjgÞ ¼ 1, proving that ?kfðfHjgÞ ¼ 1 which in turn
implies that

S
Hj 2 Hk

f , according to (16). tu

If k is set to 0, the k-flat zones become the ordinary flat
zones of f , and Hk

f becomes a connectivity class.
Note that the k-flat zones are the maximal elements ofHk

f ,
i.e., there are no elementsH 0 2 Hk

f such thatFh;k � H 0 for any
Fh;k. This is equivalent to stating that ?kfðfFi

h;k; F
j
h0;kgÞ ¼ 1

implies that i ¼ j andh ¼ h0, i.e.,Fi
h;k ¼ F

j
h0;k. In the following,

we will show that such maximal hyperconnected sets lead to a
natural extension of attribute filters to hyperconnectivity.

3.2 Hyperconnected Components and Attribute
Filters

Let us return to the binary case in which images are subsets
of E. Given a binary image X and associated hyperconnec-
tivity class H, let

HX ¼ fA 2 H j A � Xg ð19Þ

be the family of all hyperconnected subsets of X. We can
then extract the maximal elements of HX by removing any
hyperconnected set which has a hyperconnected superset
within X. Members of H�X, given by

H�X ¼ fA 2 HX j6 9B 2 HX : A � Bg; ð20Þ

are hyperconnected sets of maximal extent, i.e., hypercon-

nected components. Two important observations are: 1) for

Hj 2 H�X :

[
Hj2H�X

Hj ¼ X; ð21Þ

and 2):

?kfðfHi;HjgÞ ¼ 1) Hi ¼ Hj; ð22Þ

for all Hi;Hj 2 H�X. Hyperconnected attribute filters ��
H can

be defined as in (4) by replacing C�X with H�X.

Proposition 2. Let H be a hyperconnectivity class on E and H�X
be the family of hyperconnected components of an image

X � E. For any increasing criterion �, ��
H, given by

��
HðXÞ ¼

[
Hj2H�X

��ðHjÞ; ð23Þ

is an algebraic opening.

Proof. Algebraic openings have three distinct properties:

They are anti-extensive, increasing, and idempotent. ��
H

is anti-extensive and so is ��, i.e., ��
HðXÞ � X because

��
HðXÞ ¼

[
Hj2H�X

��ðHjÞ �
[

Hj2H�X

Hj ¼ X: ð24Þ

Let X;Y � E be two images such that X � Y . To
prove that ��

H is increasing, consider any hypercon-
nected component Hj 2 H�X. Obviously, Hj � Y , and
thus Hj 2 HY . However, Hj 2 H�Y is not necessarily true,
i.e., Hj needs not be a hyperconnected component of Y .
Given that � is increasing, if Hj 62 H�Y and �ðHjÞ ¼ true,
there exists some hyperconnected component of Y , say
Hi, which is a superset of Hj and �ðHiÞ ¼ true. There-
fore, for any Hj 2 H�X,

Hj � ��
HðXÞ ) Hj � ��

HðY Þ; ð25Þ

because �ðHjÞ ) �ðHiÞ. If Hj 2 H�Y , then Hi ¼ Hj and

(25) is true, as required. In both cases, ��
H is increasing.

To prove that ��
H is idempotent, first consider that

��
HðXÞ is the union of those hyperconnected components

of X which satisfy �, as seen in (23). Due to (22), none of
them overlaps, and therefore all surviving components
are also the hyperconnected components of ��

HðXÞ: No
new components can be created. Thus,

��ðHjÞ ¼ Hj 8Hj 2 H���
HðXÞ

; ð26Þ

i.e., all hyperconnected components of ��
HðXÞ pass �.

Therefore,

��
H
�
��
HðXÞ

�
¼

[
Hj2H�

��
HðXÞ

��ðHjÞ

¼
[

Hj2H�
��
HðXÞ

Hj ¼ ��
HðXÞ;

ð27Þ

proving idempotence. tu
If � is nonincreasing, ��

H is idempotent and anti-

extensive according to the same reasoning, and ��
H becomes
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an attribute thinning. Thus, hyperconnected attribute filters
preserve the main properties of connected attribute filters
given in [4]. Computing them, however, has a major
bottleneck in the extraction of hyperconnected components.
In [3], Braga-Neto and Goutsias defined a hyperconnectiv-
ity opening � in analogy to regular connectivity openings.
Given a point x 2 E, �ðXÞ extracts the union of all
hyperconnected sets of X containing x. The union, however,
may not necessarily be a hyperconnected set itself due to
the overlap criterion. Defining the axiomatics of operators
that can extract hyperconnected components remains an
open problem and it is not dealt with in this paper. For the
purposes of our work, we employ k-flat zones, which can be
computed readily.

3.3 Attribute Filters Based on k-Flat Zones

As was discussed in Section 2.4, attribute filters for gray-
scale images work on peak components and can readily be
computed using Max-Tree [27]. The attribute of each peak
component is evaluated using criterion �, and its gray level
is adjusted according to the filtering rule chosen [4], [27],
[37]. If regular peak components are replaced with k-peak
components, contrast information can be incorporated in
the filter’s decision making by controlling the parameter k.
That allows the preservation of fine internal structure which
fails attribute criterion � within objects of interest, while
suppressing all low contrast structures, like noise in the
unwanted background, even if they satisfy �.

Let us now consider the k-flat zone equivalent of regional
maxima. A regional maximum Mh at level h is a 0-flat zone
which has neighbors of strictly lower gray level. Equiva-
lently, a k-regional maximum Mh;k is a k-flat zone at level h
which has neighbors of gray level strictly smaller than
h� k. Obviously,

Mh ¼Mh;0 �Mh;k 8k > 0: ð28Þ

These same regional maxima correspond to k-peak compo-
nents Ph;k at their respective gray levels. This means that
these k-peak components correspond exactly to regular
peak components at level h� k, i.e.,

Mh;k ¼ Ph;k ¼ Ph�k: ð29Þ

An example is shown in Fig. 5. If we extend this equivalence
of k-peak components to 0-peak components from only the

regional maxima to all peak components, we can define a
Max-Tree based on k-peak components. If k ¼ 0, we end up
with the regular Max-Tree (as it should be), but, as k is
increased, we will change the topology of the tree. In
particular, we will cluster multiple peak components Pi

h

into their supersets Pj
h;k ¼ P

j
h�k, with i and j some indices.

Note, however, that these clusters overlap. In principle,
such clustering can be performed by the dual-input Max-
Tree algorithm intended for second-generation connectiv-
ities [7], using a mask m defined as

mðxÞ ¼ fðxÞ þ h 8x 2 E: ð30Þ

Though this approach would work, it is not practical for two
reasons. First, it is wasteful in terms of memory. Second, this
approach implicitly assumes that the base connectivity class
is regular 4 or 8 connectivity. The theory in Section 3.1 makes
no such assumption and allows any connectivity class to be
used. Therefore, we will build a regular Max-Tree, either
using the original algorithm [27], if 4 or 8 connectivity is to
be used, or the dual-input algorithm [7] for spatial clustering
or partitioning second-generation connectivities. We will
implement k-flat filtering as a new filtering rule for this Max-
Tree. This approach also allows changing k after the Max-
Tree has been built, allowing interactive changing of the
value of k, combined with visualization of the results in the
case of 3D data, similar to [11].

Consider now a threshold decomposition of a gray-scale
image f . The component Ph;k is preserved if AttrðPh�kÞ � �
and this decision propagates to all regular peak components
fromPh�k up toPh, independent of whether each one of them
separately satisfies � or not. Obviously, k-peak components
are defined from k levels above the background until the
maximum level. Regular peak componentsPh0 which are not
members of some k-peak component, i.e., Ph0þk ¼ ;, are
rejected because of low contrast.

Therefore, given any criterion � for regular Max-Tree
filtering, we can derive a modified criterion �k for k-flat
Max-Tree filtering as

�kðPhÞ ¼
�ðPhÞ; if 9x 2 Ph : fðxÞ � hþ k;
0; otherwise:

�
ð31Þ

For any peak component, this first checks if the contrast
within it is sufficient, and only then computes �ðPhÞ.
However, modifying the criterion is not sufficient for our
purpose. Let Ph be preserved because it meets �k, but its
descendants do not. If we fail to restore these descendants
up to a level k above the current Ph, a second application of
the filter would remove Ph because it would automatically
fail �k and this would violate idempotence.

Therefore, we must modify the classical subtractive Max-
Tree filtering rule so that we propagate preserve decisions
based on �k upward within a range k above the preserved
ancestors. To do this, we add a field k0 to every Max-Tree
node to indicate the current propagation range. For any node
preserved because �k is met, its k0 is set to k. Suppose we are
currently inspecting node Ph0 , with parent Ph (with h < h0

obviously), and let k0h be the propagation range set for Ph and
�h ¼ h0 � h. If �kðPh0 Þ is false, but �h � k0h, and thus it falls
within the propagation range, it is also preserved, and its
propagation range k0h0 is set to k0h ��h. In the subtractive
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Fig. 5. The equivalence of k-regional maxima Mh;k, with regular peak
components Ph�k: a signal and its k-regional maxima (k ¼ 1; 2) at h ¼ 6,
and its regular peak components at h ¼ 4; 5; 6. In all cases, Mh;k ¼ Ph�k.



rule, any preserved node receives a gray level �h above the
new level assigned to its parent. We must therefore start at
the root and proceed upward in this process.

However, if �kðPh0 Þ is false and �h > k0h, the node is
removed and its propagation range k0h0 is set to zero.
Normally in the subtractive rule, its new gray level would
be set to its parent’s new gray level. In the k-subtractive
case, we do the same, but add its parent’s propagation
range k0h to this value. This ensures that for any node Ph
preserved because �kðPhÞ is true, at least a range of nodes
up to a level hþ k are preserved as well and, in subsequent
filtering at the same value of k, it will again be preserved
(albeit at its new gray level).

We summarize this set or rules to what we call the k�
subtractive filtering rule, which is defined as follows:

Definition 5. A gray-scale attribute filter  �
k configured with the

k-subtractive filtering rule is given by

�
 �
k ðfÞ

�
ðxÞ ¼ hmin þ

Xhmax

h¼hmin

X
j2Jf

h

�
�
�k�
�
Pj
h

��
; ð32Þ

in which Jfh is an index set for peak components at level h of an
image f , and �k� is defined as

�k�
�
Pj
h

�
¼ Pj

h;
if �k

�
Pj
h

�
_ 9Pl

h0 	 P
j
h :�

h0 � h� k ^ �k

�
Pl
h0
��
;

;; otherwise:

8><
>: ð33Þ

Implementation details of the k-subtractive filtering rule
and a pseudocode are given in Section 3.4.

A 1D example is given in Fig. 6. Assume that we use a
nonincreasing criterion and k ¼ 3. In the original signal, there
exist four regional maxima for which we assume that the first
three from the left, i.e., P 0

8 , P 0
7 , and P 1

6 , fail �, while
AttrðP 1

2 Þ > �. Also, all of the other peak components, except
for the root, satisfy �. An attribute filter relying on standard
connectivity and configured with the subtractive rule would
remove the first three regional maxima by lowering their
intensities to those of their respective parents and leave the
rest of the signal unaffected. In the case in which the same
filter is configured with the k-subtractive filtering rule
instead, the results vary significantly. Starting with the
background, we see that since it fails � and there is no other
node below it, it is rejected, with its propagation range set to 0.
The left lobe of the signal has twok-peak components before it

gets split in two. BothP 0
4;3 andP 0

5;3 are preserved because they
have sufficient contrast andP 0

1 andP 0
2 , respectively, satisfy �.

P 0
2 propagates a preserve status for three levels up and,

though this does not affect much in the left group of
descendants, it preserves part of the right group (gray-dotted
arrow) in which all descending peak components fail �. That
is, the previously rejected regional maximum P 1

6 is only
lowered by 1. On the left group again, we keep on finding
peak components that satisfy � until level h ¼ 5. From h ¼ 6
and up, the contrast range does not permit for any more and
the decision on the remaining regular peak components is
based on the youngest surviving k-peak component, i.e.,
P 0

8;3 ¼ P 0
5 . Since they are all within the contrast range of P 0

8;3

(black-dotted arrow), they are preserved as they are. Coming
back to the background component, we see that the contrast
range of the right lobe is below k; thus, there cannot be any
k-peak components. The decision of the regional maximum
P 1

2 is thus left on the background component which was
rejected and with its propagation range set to 0, i.e., P 1

2 ,
though it satisfies �, is rejected.

3.4 The k-Subtractive Filtering Algorithm

The k-subtractive filtering rule defined in Section 3.3 is
implemented as a separate function that takes as input a
Max-Tree structure and the two parameters � and k. It
requires a single pass through the tree.

In this version of the Max-Tree, two extra fields per node
are required: PeakLevel and kprime, which store the gray
level of the descendent with the highest gray level and the
propagation range, respectively. The first is initialized to
each node’s original level and the second to 0 while
constructing the tree. Prior to filtering, the SetPeakLevels()
function is called. This routine traverses the tree from the
leaves to the root, and at each node, sets the PeakLevel field
of the parent to its own PeakLevel if that is higher than the
parent’s PeakLevel. This ensures that the PeakLevel field of
each node Ci

h is set to the maximum within the correspond-
ing peak component Pi

h.
The PeakLevel is used to determine whether each node

examined associates to a k-peak component or not. That is,
if the difference between the node’s PeakLevel and its
parent’s level is greater than or equal to k, then there is
sufficient contrast range and the corresponding Ph defines a
Ph;k. The kprime member specifies the propagation range,
i.e., which nested peak components are to be preserved
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Fig. 6. The k-subtractive filtering rule for a 1D signal. (from left) The original 1D signal (solid line) with the four regional maxima; the Max-Tree of the
original signal; the filtered output using the k-subtractive filtering rule.



independent of their attribute measure if there exists a
k-peak component among their ancestors.

The function starts by reading all nodes from the root
upward. The root node is handled separately since it does
not carry any restore decisions from previous nodes. If it
defines a k-peak component that satisfies �, it sets kprime to
the maximum range, i.e., k, otherwise to 0, as is its NewLevel
field. After processing the root, the rest of the nodes are
scanned from the root upward. If they meet the criterion �,
their NewLevel and kprime fields are set as in the case of the
root. If criterion � is not met or if the difference between their
PeakLevel and their parent’s original level is smaller than k,
there are two situations. If the difference between its gray
level and its parent’s is greater than the propagation range
kprime of its parent (which may vary from 0 to k), then it must
be lowered to a new level, which is that of its parent plus the
parent’s propagation range. Since it is a rejected component
which is out of range, its kprime is set to 0, i.e., it does not
carry any restore decisions from its ancestors because it is out
of their range and also has nothing to propagate itself. If,

however, it is within the propagation range of some ancestor,
it is preserved and updates its level to that of its parent plus
the gray levels difference with it, and propagates the
remaining range further up. The process terminates when
all nodes have been visited. Image restitution is the same as
in [27]. Variants for the other rules can be made in a similar
way. The pseudocode for the k-subtractive filtering function
is given in Algorithm 1 (see Fig. 7).

3.5 The k-Absorption Rule

In some applications, in particular, the historical documents
studied in Section 4.1, it is useful to propagate reject
decisions to the descendents. This scheme is very useful
when we wish to absorb low-contrast background features
which touch high-contrast objects into an otherwise smooth
background. Only a small portion of the code indicated in
Algorithm 1 needs to be changed. In this scheme, the value
of kprime may be positive as before, to indicate propagation
of the preserve decision, but it is negative when we
propagate a reject decision. If we find a node which is more
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Fig. 7. Algorithm 1: The k-subtractive filtering rule.



than k lower than its PeakLevel and which must be rejected
based on its attribute, we set its kprime to �k. All nodes up

to k above it will be set to its NewLevel. However, assuming
that no further children are rejected, the first node to meet

the attribute criterion will be restored to its original contrast
with respect to the absorbing node.

The algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. We first check

whether we are more than k from a peak. If so, we check
whether the attribute threshold is met. A third if-statement

determines whether or not absorption is taking place. All
criteria are met and preserved as before. However, if the

first two are met, but the node must be absorbed, we set the
current kprime to that of the parent and add the difference in

gray levels. If the result is positive, the node is restored
according to the scheme above. If a node fails the attribute

criterion, it is rejected and kprime is set to �k. Any node
with gray level h within k of its PeakLevel is treated as

before, though we must check that negative values of kprime

are treated as zeros in this case.

Algorithm 2. Changes in Alg. 1 required for the

k-absorption filtering rule

if node:PeakLevel � parnode:Level > k then

if node:Attribute > � then

if parnode:kprime � 0 then

/* preserve and set maximal k-restoration level */

node:NewLevel ¼ parnode:NewLevel þ difflevel

node:kprime ¼ k
else

/* absorb node */

node:kprime ¼ parnode:kprime þ difflevel

node:NewLevel ¼ parnode:NewLevel

if node:kprime > 0 then /* partial absorption */

node:NewLevel þ¼ node:kprime þ k
node:kprime ¼ k

endif

endif

else /* initiate absorption */

node:NewLevel ¼ parnode:NewLevel

node:kprime ¼ �k
endif

else

if difflevel > parnode:kprime then

node:NewLevel ¼ parnode:NewLevelþ
maxðparnode:kprime; 0Þ

node:kprime ¼ 0

/* k-restoration completed */

else

node:NewLevel ¼ parnode:NewLevel þ difflevel

node:kprime ¼ parnode:kprime � difflevel

/* remainder to be k-restored */
endif

endif

4 EXPERIMENTS

The properties of the new filters are demonstrated in a set of
experiments that follow. In each of the first four cases, the

filter is computed for k ¼ 0 and k > 0, using the same �, so

that comparisons can be made. Since filtering is a separate
stage of the Max-Tree algorithm, k, just like �, can be
adjusted interactively and in real time in 3D. The objective
in all cases is to enhance the images or volumes by reducing
the background and suppressing noise and other low-
contrast structures superimposed on the background, while
maintaining the full integrity of the targeted objects without
losing internal details.

In line with the theory developed so far, k is held fixed for
all nodes in Sections 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. In Section 4.4, we extend
this to variable kwithin the image as a function of gray level.

4.1 Historical Documents

In this experiment, the aim is to flatten the background of a
document as much as possible without removing any
details within the letters. The documents involved are pages
from De Agro Frisae (1605) by Ubbo Emmius (1547-1625). In
the process of digitizing this book, a problem occurred such
that the letters on the reverse side are often visible as low-
contrast details in the background and hamper character
recognition, as evident in Fig. 8a.

Filtering with a rolling ball filter (Fig. 8b), anisotropic
diffusion (Fig. 8c) [32] and an area attribute filter which
retains dark structures with an area between 10 and
8,000 pixels (Fig. 8d) are able to suppress the background
significantly. However, detail in the same size or shape
category as letters cannot readily be removed without
removing the letters themselves using such techniques. The
unique combination of size and contrast information used
by k-flat filters efficiently removes most of the remaining
background detail, as shown in Fig. 8e. However, back-
ground details that touch the foreground letters are not
removed properly. The best result is obtained with the
k-absorption rule, even at a more conservative setting of
k ¼ 30, as shown in Fig. 8f, and the difference images in
Figs. 8g, 8h, 8i, and 8j.

Setting k in this instance is fairly straightforward and
was set to about half the contrast of letters (about 128 in this
case). CPU-time was 0.68 s on a 2;056
 3;088 gray-scale
image (on a Core 2 Duo 8400 at 3.0 GHz with 2 GB of RAM).

To put these visual results in a more quantitative
framework, we exported the first page of a preliminary
version of this paper as a 2;478
 3;510 gray-scale bitmap f1,
with floating-point values ranging from 0 to 1. We
simulated the background image fe by exporting page 3
in a similar way, rotating it by 2 degrees, and blurring it
using a Gaussian of � ¼ 2:5. The corrupted image fc is
computed as

fc ¼ ðc1f1 þ ð1� c1ÞÞðcefe þ ð1� ceÞÞ þ ��; ð34Þ

with c1 the contrast factor for the foreground, ce ¼ 0:25 the
contrast of the reverse-side lettering, and � Gaussian noise
with unit variance. A cropped part of such an image for
c1 ¼ 0:5 and �2 ¼ 0:02 can be seen in Fig. 9a. For morpho-
logical processing, the images were rescaled to 0-255, and
saved as portable gray maps (pgm-files). Anisotropic
diffusion was carried out on the floating-point images.

We filtered the images with five methods used in Fig. 8
and computed the Universal Quality Index (UQI) [41] and
Structural Similarity Index (SSIM) [42]. The results for two
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settings of c1 and four different settings of � are shown in

Table 1. We first studied a fairly high S/N case with

c1 ¼ 0:85. We obtained optimal results using 5 � area �
4;000 for all values of k tested, for the area-based methods,

and a rolling ball radius of 15 pixels. In anisotropic

diffusion, we obtained the best results using edge strength

threshold parameter � ¼ 0:025, and between 25 and 100

iterations, depending on the noise. This required between

40 and 170 s CPU time on a Core 2 Duo E8400 at 3.0 GHz

with 2 GB memory, using only a single core. By comparison,

the k-flat filters (all types) required between 0.37 and 1.38 s

CPU time on the same machine, mainly dependent on the

level of noise (which increases the size of the Max-Tree).
As can be seen in Table 1, the k-absorption filter

performs best in terms of both UQI and SSIM. In terms of
SSIM, the Perona and Malik method comes second because

of good noise removal. However, it performs poorly in
terms of UQI, which penalizes it for failing to remove the
blurred background letters fully (see Fig. 9b). The rolling
ball filters are not meant to remove noise, so it performs
poorly when noise is added. It also fails to remove the
background letters. We therefore did not investigate this
filter any further. The regular area opening (k ¼ 0) performs
more robustly, but fails to remove background letters. It
also suffers when noise is added. The same holds for the
k-subtractive method, using k ¼ 80, which suffers even
more because, whenever a noise feature touches a letter,
even at a modest contrast level, all of its descendents up to a
level k will be preserved (see Fig. 9c).

At the lower contrast setting c1 ¼ 0:5, the situation is
similar, though it was harder to find optimal settings for the
anisotropic diffusion method. Apart from the zero noise
case, we found two different optimal settings depending on
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Fig. 9. Simulated document: (a) (part of) corrupted image fc; (b) filtered with anisotropic diffusion; (c) area attribute filtered with 5 � area � 4;000
(k ¼ 80); (d) same filter with k-absorption rule and k ¼ 60 flattens the background better; (e) postprocessing with area opening improves noise
suppression.

Fig. 8. Processing an historical document: (a) Original image showing much detail in the background; (b) background removed by rolling ball filter
with radius 15; (c) result of anisotropic diffusion; (d) area attribute filtered with 10 � area � 8;000 (k ¼ 0), small detail in the background is still
retained; (e) same filter with k ¼ 60 flattens the background better; (f) k-absorption rule at k ¼ 30 produces the best results, allowing suppression of
details which touch the desired structures; (g), (h), (i), and (j) differences between (f) and (b), (c), (d), and (e), respectively . In the latter four, lighter
areas indicate background detail suppressed in (e) but not in the other filter; darker areas indicate details within letters retained in (e) but rejected in
the alternative. Original image courtesy of A. Meijster, Department of Artificial Intelligence, and the University Library, University of Groningen.



whether UQI or SSIM was used. In particular, to improve
SSIM, � had to be decreased to 0.015, and the number of
iterations had to be increased. This is unsurprising as the
S/N ratio is about 2.

Given this severe corruption, it is the k-absorption method
that performs very well, as can be verified in Fig. 9. Some
more care was needed in setting k and, in some cases, k ¼ 60
gave better results due to the lower contrast of the fore-
ground features. A modest improvement in both UQI and
SSIM is obtained by postprocessing an area opening with an
area threshold of 5, which removes small bright features
inside the letters (see Fig. 9e).

Two other anisotropic diffusion methods were tested
[33], [43], but performed worse than the Perona-Malik
method (data not shown).

4.2 Microscopy

This experiment aims to show the utility of k-flat filtering

combined with contraction-based connectivity. Key pro-

blems are the thin filaments (fimbriae) linking the bacteria

in Fig. 10a, which must be removed. These thin, elongated

image structures are responsible for what is known as the

leakage problem, common to all connected operators [27],

[44]. Contraction-based second-generation connectivity [12],

[23], [29] can, in part, resolve this issue by interpreting

pixels in such regions as singleton sets. An area opening

configured with this connectivity removes such regions

completely for any � > 1. This causes severe loss of detail

due to oversegmentation [45]. Fig. 10b shows the output of

the noncompactness filter (� ¼ 2; k ¼ 0) configured with a
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TABLE 1
Background Suppression Results for Simulated Document

Fig. 10. (a) A group of bacteria linked by fimbriae, (b) the output of the noncompactness filter with � ¼ 2; k ¼ 0 and using contraction-based
connectivity as a base connectivity class, and (c) the output of the same filter with k set to 80.



contractive mask-based second-generation connectivity [7]
using an opening by a ball of radius 4 as mask. All of the
fine details on the surface of the bacteria are lost. Using the
same attribute filter with k ¼ 80 restores most fine details
found within the boundaries of the bacteria (high contrast
regions) while it ignores all others, see Fig. 10c.

4.3 CT-Scans

The next two experiments were carried out on 3D data sets

aiming at noise reduction and object restoration. Both 8-bit
isotropic volumes are of size 2563.

The first data set shown in Fig. 11a using direct volume
rendering (DVR) is a rotational C-arm X-ray scan of a
human foot, courtesy of Philips Research, Hamburg,
Germany. The objective is to enhance the bone by
suppressing the tissue. Using the 3D extension of the

noncompactness filter [11], most of the tissue is suppressed
for � ¼ 1:2—Fig. 11b. It can be seen though that the filter
fails to retain the integrity of the bone and parts of it, like
the upper half of the first two toes, are rejected, leaving only
a few elongated components that satisfy the criterion.
Moreover, in isosurface projection, not shown here, low-
contrast elongated tissue fragments resting on the back-

ground are observed. Increasing � further to eliminate them
removes further parts of the bone irrecoverably. Instead,
these low-contrast tissue fragments can be removed with a

relatively low value for k. Increasing k further (k ¼ 120) also
allows the recovery of the missing bone, as shown in Fig. 11c.

The second data set, shown in Fig. 11d, is a CT scan of a
bonsai tree, courtesy of S. Roettger, VIS, University of
Stuttgart. The objective in this case is to remove a cloud of
noise surrounding the tree without distorting fine details at
the top levels like the leaves. The size and noncompactness
filters fail since much of the noise is connected, making it a
high volume and certainly a noncompact set. Employing
the sparseness attribute from [11], noise is progressively
removed until � ¼ 3:9—Fig. 11e. For any � > 3:9, the filter,
together with noise, distorts the bonsai heavily unless k is
adjusted. Since the noise cloud satisfies the criterion but is
of lower contrast than the tree, setting k to a value above the
maximum noise intensity removes it entirely. Moreover,
with k > 0, � can be further increased without losing
structures from the bonsai. An optimal result was achieved
for � ¼ 4:8 and k ¼ 40—Fig. 11f. These last two images are
shown in isosurface projection (isolevel 10) to verify the
integrity of fine details like the leaves.

Computation times for both data sets are listed in Table 2.
All experiments were carried out on an Intel Core 2 Duo
E8400 at 3.0 GHz with 2 GB memory, using only a single core.
As can be seen, the difference between using the k-subtractive
filter with k ¼ 0 and simply using the standard subtractive
rule is between 1 and 6 ms on these data, a value which pales
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Fig. 11. Experiments with 3D data. Top row: (a) a CT scan of a foot, shown in DVR; (b) the result of the noncompactness filter for � ¼ 1:2 and k ¼ 0;
(c) same as (b) but with k ¼ 120. Bottom row: (d) a CT scan of bonsai tree shown in DVR; (e) the result of the sparseness filter for � ¼ 3:9 and k ¼ 0;
and (f) same as (e) but � ¼ 4:8 and k ¼ 40.



with the rendering time of between 50 and 250 ms needed to
show the results (depending largely on �). Changing k and
rendering the result can be done at a rate of between 3.5 and
18 frames per second, i.e., fully interactively.

4.4 Variable k Filtering

Until now, we have assumed that k is constant, implying
that unimportant variations in brightness do not correlate
with intensity. This holds for uniform Gaussian noise or
roughly constant texture. In this case, we can select k using
available knowledge of the � of the Gaussian noise or the
known texture properties.

In general, we may want to replace the constant k in
Algorithm 1 by some increasing function kðhÞ, mapping
gray-level k-value. This can be used in instances when we
know that correlations with intensity exist. One example is
the case of photon-noise-limited images prevalent in
astronomy, where the Poisson noise is proportional to the
square root of the signal. We obtain

kðhÞ ¼ �1
2

ffiffiffi
h
p

: ð35Þ

If h is expressed in photon counts, �1
2

determines how many
standard deviations are needed for a fluctuation to be
significant, giving statistical meaning to �1

2
. Of course, a

more general form is

kðhÞ ¼ �php; ð36Þ

to cater to any power law relationship expected between
gray level and expected fluctuation amplitude. For the
moment, we will focus on p ¼ 1, making it a linear function.
In this way, �1 determines the relative intensity fluctuations,
which are considered unimportant rather than absolute.
This is more similar to the human visual system in the way
it deals with image contrast and yields invariance to linear
scaling in gray level. The filter then becomes invariant to the
exposure time, telescope aperture, and sensitivity of the
imaging device.

To implement this, all we need to change in Algorithm 1
is to pass a function parameter kFunc, instead of k, and
declare a local variable k instead, and add the line

ðL1Þ k ¼ kFuncðnode:LevelÞ;

before the use of k when processing each node. The price
we pay for this is loss of idempotence in the case of
nonincreasing criteria. If the criterion used is increasing,
each node that is preserved because it passes the criterion is
preserved at its original gray level. Therefore, in a second
filtering pass, the same value of k will be used for them,
yielding the same result. This is not true for nonincreasing
attributes in the subtractive filtering rule. If, e.g., the root

node (background) is lowered in gray level because it fails
the criterion, all retained nodes nested within are lowered
by at least as much. Therefore, in a second filtering pass,
they will receive a lower k value, and their descendents
will, in general, not be preserved in the same way.

In the case of Poisson noise, using (35), it really only
makes sense to use the current gray level h of a node to
determine k because the noise level is determined by that
gray level. However, if we use p ¼ 1 in (36), we could use a
different strategy. In Algorithm 1, we observe that gray
levels are assigned from the root toward the leaves, i.e.,
from low gray levels to high. For the root node, we use kðhÞ
as before, with h the current gray level. For every other
node we visit, the parent has already been assigned a new
gray level. We can therefore compute the new gray level ~h,
assuming that the node is preserved because it passes the
criterion. If we use kð ~hÞ as k-value in Algorithm 1, this
guarantees that the same k value will be used in the next
application of the filter, if it is preserved, because it passes
the criterion. If it does not pass the criterion, its k value
becomes irrelevant. To implement this, we use the follow-
ing line of code:

ðL2Þ k ¼ kFuncðparent:NewLevel þ difflevelÞ;

instead of (L1).
Results of this approach on an image of M81 are shown

in Fig. 12. As can be seen in Figs. 12a and 12b, using fixed
k ¼ 20 preserves more detail than the area attribute filter in
Fig. 1d, but also boosts the stellar component. Using the
linear form k ¼ 0:3125h yields much better results, both in
terms of preservation of galactic detail and in suppression
of stars (Figs. 12c and 12d). Using k ¼ 0:5 ~h, which, unlike
the previous method, is idempotent, yields the best results
(Figs. 12e and 12f).

5 DISCUSSION

The notion of k-flat zones can easily be extended to vector
images, using some metric in the vector space to limit the
maximum distance in color space, similarly to [28].
However, attribute filters as defined in [4] require a total
ordering on the values of the pixels, so the algorithm cannot
be extended trivially to color and other vector images. It is
possible that the work of Gimenez and Evans [46] could be
extended in a k-flat sense, greatly increasing the range of
applications for k-flat filtering.

Tuning the parameter k depends on the input image, just
like with �. To remove low contrast but high attribute
measure details in the background, small values are usually
sufficient. If these structures are within larger ones that
should also be removed, together with an appropriate value
for �, a high enough value for k is required that exceeds the
maximum span of gray levels of the targeted objects. This
must ensure that for any component which satisfies the
filter criterion, there is not enough contrast to define a
k-peak component. To recover components that would be
removed by a filter at k ¼ 0, a high enough value for k is
required such that there exist k-peak components that
satisfy the criterion less than k levels below them. For k ¼ 0,
we simply revert to connected attribute filters.

As in any other filter, knowledge of the standard
deviation of noise or amplitude of any unwanted structure
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TABLE 2
CPU Timings for the 16 MB 3D Data Sets (in Seconds)



can be used to set k sensibly. Using the variable-k approach
it is even possible to add knowledge of scaling laws or

correlations of noise to gray levels.
In document processing, it was quite easy to tune k. Unlike

the case of anisotropic diffusion, only occasional changes in k
were needed for optimality, and the performance degrades

only very gently off-optimum. In this application, the shapes
and sizes of the image artifacts are similar to the desired

objects. It is only contrast which separates the two. This is
why the k-absorption filter in particular outperforms its

competitors. It achieves this high level of performance even
at an S/N ratio of 2, at about 1 percent of the processing time
of the anisotropic diffusion filters.

The results obtained in the galactic images are encoura-

ging, though by no means perfect. In the future, we aim to
add automatic image inpainting, as developed by [47], to

deal with the residues left by extremely bright stars. Better
scale-invariant attribute will need to be combined with the
k-flat method for full automation.

The computational complexity of the building phase of
the Max-Tree algorithm is discussed in various papers [39],

[48], and dominates the computing time of the filtering
process, as shown in Table 2. Once the tree structure is built,
the SetPeaks() function is called if k > 0. This is a single pass
through the tree and contributes a fixed, but very small time
overhead. Similarly, the k-subtractive and k-absorption
rules require one pass of the tree involving a few additional
if � else statements. This depends on the number of nodes
and is independent of both � and k. For SetPeaks() and the
filtering stage, we have a worst-case complexity of OðNÞ
because no more Max-Tree nodes than pixels can exist.

6 CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we presented hyperconnected attribute filters
based on k-flat zones. We gave a general proof that the main
properties of connected attribute filters carry over to the
hyperconnected case. The aim was to improve retention of
detail in objects detected by the filter, while simultaneously
rejecting low-contrast background detail. The strength of
this effect is controlled by single additional parameter k.
The benefits of this demonstrated by our experiments on 2D
and 3D data.

Hyperconnectivity [3], [49] is a recent introduction in the
theory of connectivity and there are open challenges in
both the theoretical and practical sides of it. Most
important are the axiomatics of the families of operators
which return hyperconnected components marked by
points x 2 E. We bypassed this limitation by using easily
detectable hyperconnected components: the k-flat zones.
This approach cannot be generalized and the problem
remains to be solved. Note that there are no restrictions on
the nature of this base connectivity class, meaning that
second generation and other derivatives of standard
connectivity may also be used. This was demonstrated on
the second experiment of Section 4. The algorithm for
hyperconnected attribute filters can be used for classical
attribute filters by setting k ¼ 0, and can be combined with
second-generation connectivities.

Hyperconnected attribute filters were implemented on
the Max-Tree structure in the form of a filtering rule. This
allows setting k interactively, which is of great benefit in 3D.
A demo program, sample data sets, and source code are
available at http://www.cs.rug.nl/~michael/MTdemo/.
This program contains implementations of k-flat versions
of other filtering rules. The CPU timings reported for each
data set show that the overhead of the new method deviates
less than 1 percent from that of regular connected attribute
filters and the algorithm is linear with image size.

In future work, we are looking into the axiomatics of
hyperconnectivity and hyperconnected components. This is
an essential step for exploring the field of hyperconnected
morphology and its operators.
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Fig. 12. Filtering results for M81 as in Fig. 1a using the k-flat method:
(a) same area filter as in Fig. 1d, but with k ¼ 20; (b) contrast-stretched
difference between k ¼ 0 and k ¼ 20 showing better enhancement of
galaxy, but increased signal from stars; (c) the same as (a) but with
k ¼ 0:3125h, using original image brightness; (d) the difference between
(c) and (a); (e) the same as (c) but with k ¼ 0:5 ~h, using filtered gray level
to modify k; (f) the difference between (e) and (c). In (d) and (f), the gray
background indicates the zero level, lighter areas show increased
suppression of stellar signal in (c) and (e), respectively; the darker
structures show increased galactic detail.
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